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Glebe Rd. One of their group will stay with the poster and help to explain it as the class circulates to look at all
of the posters. ERIC Digests are in the public domain and may be freely reproduced and disseminated, but
please acknowledge your source. Students are asked to go to the corner of the classroom that has the claim
they agree with most. Then discuss with a partner for another few minutes. After a teacher assesses the current
level of student performance on a strategy pretest, students commit to learning a new strategy. Next, the
teacher models how to use the strategy by "thinking aloud" as the strategy is applied to content material.
Immediately following the individual quiz, put students in small groups and have them take the quiz again, but
this time they discuss the answers in their group and turn it in for a group score. The sentence writing strategy.
After the students line up, have students talk to the person next to them so they can clarify their own thinking
on why they positioned themselves on the line in a particular spot. It is also important that the teacher looks at
the polling results and listens to the reasoning of the students in order to determine what further explanations
and summary might need to be made in lecture. The learning strategies curriculum developed at the University
of Kansas is organized into three strands: a information acquisition, b information storage, and c expression
and demonstration of understanding. Invite others to react and respond to ideas by providing alternative
viewpoints, agreements or disagreements. Office of Special Education Programs. This structure gives students
a chance to organize their ideasâ€”first in their own minds, then in a smaller group setting before sharing with
the entire group. The only difference is that students are considering several claims responses to a question.
Suggested probing questions: Can anyone add something to that comment? This diversity of thinking is a good
place from which to develop a classroom climate that supports argumentation. The quick write can be graded
to encourage students to do their reading assignment, or collected to serve as an attendance check. Simply put,
a learning strategy is an individual's approach to complete a task. This strategy encourages discussion of
competing ideas or organizations or order in which a process would take place. Allow students to answer the
question on their own and then discuss their answer and rationale with a partner. Interactive teaching to
promote independent learning from text. Writing and writing instruction for students with learning disabilities:
Review of a research program. The paraphrasing strategy. Each corner of the classroom is assigned one claim,
also prominently displayed. Others [8] abandoned the strategy term in favour of " self regulation ". Classroom
applications of mnemonic instruction: Acquisition, maintenance, and generalization. How it works: The
teacher provides a question that s he knows may have a continuum of responses, especially if it is asked prior
to collecting significant amounts of evidence or before students have the opportunity to synthesize the
evidence they have already collected. Test-taking strategy instruction for adolescents with learning disabilities.
Once they have completed their poster, have them display it on the wall, much like at a scientific poster
session. Display Think-Pair-Share prompts about a concept or topic. Cognitive strategies, which involved
mental manipulation or transformation of materials or tasks, intended to enhance comprehension, acquisition,
or retention. This sets up a more interactive way of presenting as compared to ppt presentations. Scruggs and
Mastropieri e. In general, their research suggests that use of learning strategies can improve student
performance in inclusive settings or on grade appropriate tasks. If the activity is used after an investigation,
but prior to a whole-group meaning-making discussion, ideas from the small group discussions can be used to
prepare for a whole group discussion. Nagel, D. Graham, S.


